
theatrical.Theme 6.Weather
Expressions

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

Fill in the gaps with the correct words to complete the weather expressions.

1. It was ________________ cold so I put on my wooly jumper!

2. I love sitting outside when it's ________ and warm.

3. Let's sit in the shade, it's ____________ hot!

4. I'm so cold it must be __________ zero!

5. It's really ______________! It hasn't stopped all day!

6. Look outside! It's ______________ cats and dogs!

7. They said it would be like this all week! There's a ________________!

8. Look at the sky! It's finally starting to __________ up!

9. What a ____________ day! Let's go outside!

10. What a ________________ day! Let's stay in!

Write about the best and worst day you can remember.
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theatrical.Theme 6.Weather
Expressions

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Fill in the gaps with the correct words to complete the weather expressions.

1. It was   freezing   cold so I put on my wooly jumper!

2. I love sitting outside when it's   nice   and warm.

3. Let's sit in the shade, it's   baking   hot!

4. I'm so cold it must be   below   zero!

5. It's really   pouring  ! It hasn't stopped all day!

6. Look outside! It's   raining   cats and dogs!

7. They said it would be like this all week! There's a   heatwave  !

8. Look at the sky! It's finally starting to   clear   up!

9. What a   lovely   day! Let's go outside!

10. What a   terrible   day! Let's stay in!

Write about the best and worst day you can remember.

[Student worksheet has a 5 line writing exercise here.]
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